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Overview

There has been a revolution in the way businesses view their IT expenditures, looks out for ways to convert 
their CAPEX into OPEX, and reduce spending on maintenance of systems. Enterprise customers are 
embracing digital transformation and cloud adoption of their applications with ERP at the core of their 
ever-expanding business needs.

Birlasoft is the world’s largest and leading Oracle JD Edwards solutions provider. We have been 
successfully executing Oracle JDE projects globally for over 25 years. With the Oracle Cloud Solutions 
Provider (CSP) Expertise from Oracle, we are recognized as a partner with the skills and demonstrated 
experience to build, deploy, run, and manage both Oracle and non-Oracle workloads in the Oracle Cloud

Birlasoft's bCloud+ program migrates your on-prem JD Edwards instance into a JDE-as-a-service model 
on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). With a simplified flat fee structure, we take care of the migration, 
with minimal downtime, and take full responsibility for the on-going maintenance of the JDE instance.  
With a global presence, a proven track record of JDE support excellence, and a 24x7 help desk, our 
bCloud+ program streamlines your JDE support and maintenance requirements.

The bCloud+ architecture has been specially engineered to ensure a smooth adoption of JDE on OCI with 
minimal business disruption, and considers real production needs, like 24x7 support, security, network 
configuration, high-availability (HA), and disaster recovery (DR).
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Always-on SLA bound 

support from a global 

service desk powered by a 

cutting edge ITSM solution

No more budget overruns 

for JDE infra requirements 

with a simplified and 

predictable flat fee pricing 

based on concurrent JDE 

users 

Channel your IT spending 

towards strategic initiatives 

and leave your JD Edwards 

maintenance with our JDE 

experts

Expert 24x7x365
Support

Simplified 
Pricing

Reduce 
IT budget 

Quarterly Oracle Critical 

Patch updates and Yearly 

Tools Release upgrades 

are included

Includes OCI 

DB-as-a-Service (DBaaS) 

and optional upgrade to 

Oracle Autonomous 

Database

Birlasoft with its Oracle 

CSP status can provide 

complete integrated 

services for everything 

JDE & OCI related

Stay Current Data Security 
& Durability One Contact

Reimagine your business with fully managed JDE on OCI 
Right from migration to continuous operations 
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With Birlasoft bCloud+ offering, you are supported by the world’s largest and leading Oracle JD Edwards 

solutions provider. We have been successfully executing Oracle JDE projects globally for over 25 years. 

With the Oracle Cloud Solutions Provider Expertise from Oracle, we are recognized as a partner with the 

skills and demonstrated experience to build, deploy, run, and manage Oracle and non-Oracle workloads 

in the Oracle Cloud.
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Why bCloud+ is the right choice for JD Edwards 
application journey on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure?

Expertise & Experience

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure was designed specifically to support workloads like JD Edwards. Oracle 

Cloud Infrastructure delivers higher-performance compute, storage, networking, and managed 

database instances that result in a better experience for your users at a lower cost of operation. 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure also provides SOC1/SOC2 compliant data centers in various regions 

around the globe.

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

Multiple reference architecture models governed by concurrent users, and the ability to run even 

non-Oracle/JDE workloads, the bCloud+ program gives you the flexibility to move your entire JDE 

landscape to the cloud. We take full ownership of the cloud deployment letting your IT team focus on 

strategic initiatives, but at the same time ensuring that you have full control over any JDE customization, 

configuration, and security.

Choice and Control

An all-inclusive pricing model keeps your OCI infrastructure current, provides value added services like 

yearly tools upgrades, advanced monitoring, and system assessments by a certified CNC specialist.

Stay Current with your JDE System

OCI is the only public cloud offering that provides end-to-end SLAs covering performance, availability, 

and manageability of services. The bCloud+ program augments this further by offering industry leading 

SLAs around CNC managed services and JDE availability, enabling you to use a reliable and proactively 

monitored JDE system.

SLA Backed Services
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Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise, and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for 
customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by 
helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 
12,000+ professionals, is committed to continuing the Group’s 160-year heritage of building sustainable communities.
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Enterprise to the Power of DigitalTM

Contact us to learn how we can help you 
simplify and speed up your JD Edwards 
application journey on Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure with bCloud+

Why Birlasoft
Largest JD Edwards Practice in the world with 

Engagements in 
100+ countries 
for over 25 years

140+ Global 
Implementations 
& rollouts

750+ 
Consultants

375+ 
Global 
Customers

80+ Upgrades 
and 40+ AMS 
projects

Oracle 
Distinguished 
Partner award 
8 Years in a row

Oracle Beta 
Testing and 
Co-Development 
Partner
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